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[It is] Opposed to Recognition
Dawn Roe
“As for the object of the concept, in itself or in relation to other
objects, it relies upon resemblance as a requirement of perceptual
continuity.
[The] “I think” is the most general principle of
representation.”1
Gilles Deleuze posits in the chapter, “The Image of Thought”, from Difference and
Repetition, that we truly think only when we have difficulty recognizing. The six
artists whose works comprise the collective exhibition, a thing re | sembling
a win • dow, deeply engage with ideas that inform the instigation and realization
of their works through varying modes of inquiry – all of which rely upon particular
culturally held presumptions (be they aesthetic, historical, or personal), leaving behind
interpretive prompts to guide the viewer, yet simultaneously embracing a certain
illegibility, disallowing any sort of singular, immediately perceivable meaning to rise forth. As
individually or collaboratively authored works, each grouping participates in self-reflexive
dialogue around methods and modes of representation and reproduction as integral to their
being
–
through
such
means
as
repetitive,
durational
gestures;
material
transformation and duplication; archival data assemblage and analysis; or directed
investigations of image and identity. Yet, as a collective installation, these works
form a distinct entity, with combined components reverberating and colliding against one
another, where resemblance presupposes recognition, provoking the “I think” of representation.
Opposite: a thing re | sembling a win • dow (Installation View), 2016.

Dana Hargrove, Stand-in Eulogy, Acrylic and India ink
on cardboard, 2016.

Encountering Dana Hargrove’s cardboard multiples scattered throughout the gallery
serve to orient the viewer to the space through conventions of landscape and horizon
with their bases situated at floor level. Yet just as immediately this perception is
destabilized as the miniature nature of each cropping is revealed, leaving us to feel
enormous as we walk through this field of anonymous structures. Hargrove’s facades function
simultaneously as futuristic non-spaces and modernist relics, consisting of rigid and
compartmentalized Mondrian-like forms that have been subjected to a cartoonish distortion,
suggestive of both inner-city tower blocks and cairns within the landscape. Drawing upon
the language of abstraction to engage with architectural representation, the fabricated
nature of the built environment is called attention to through repetitive visualization.
Associating the urban forms of brutalist architecture with stone piles encountered along
walking paths in the countryside has been a recurrent theme in Hargrove’s work for
several years, as these formal and cultural references link directly to her formative
years in the United Kingdom. Hargrove comes at these concerns of space and place from a
critical rather than nostalgic perspective. Using tossed aside shipping boxes as a base
for each form; the residue of material culture is deliberately allowed to seep out from
behind their painted covering, with ghosts of logos and text barely perceptible from behind
the white wash. The transformation of these labeled boxes into corporatized factory-like
structures produces a double reference to the box-like building as producer of the commodity
containers themselves, with the flimsy, uneven material and thick, gestural marks alluding
to a certain instability suggestive of contemporary apprehensions around labor and economy.

Echoing Hargrove’s dual emphasis upon architectural/man-made and naturally
occurring forms, Leigh-Ann Pahapill’s contribution incorporates significant
physical
and
archival
references
to
limestone
as
both
building
material and geological deposit. Responding to the site of the exhibition in the
historic
Grove
Arcade
building,
Pahapill
engaged
in
conversation
with
geologist Paul Valdez regarding the travertine ornamentation the structure is
known for. A gridded, floor-based sculpture comprised of acquired travertine tile
(a nod to Carl Andre’s minimalist works, themselves directly referencing the
particle-based nature of raw matter while also gesturing toward Marxist
ideologies associating the arrangement of unaltered materials to the assembly line
work of the factory) serves as an anchoring piece to Pahapill’s grouping of works.
In many ways, Pahapill’s practice embodies contingency itself – only taking
tangible form after a core set of ideas have been repeatedly subjected to
research, leading to subsequent sets of responses that provoke suggestions, which
ultimately shape the work. Pahapill’s installed suite of works, Unconformity Redux, is
reliant upon multiple components converging in both visual and ontological proximity,
with formal aesthetic qualities directing us toward a critical engagement with the
material properties of eachpiece, the being-ness in each instance, always paramount.

(Opposite) a thing re | sembling a win • dow (Installation View), Foreground and right wall: Leigh-Ann Pahapill
(with Paul Valdez), Unconformity Redux, Various media, 2013/16.

Leigh-Ann
Pahapill
(with
Paul
Valdez),
Unconformity
Redux (Limestone ammonite fossil, c. 100 Ma: Cast. Found
2004, Original shell buried, form cast in sediment, Found
in Big Bend area of Texas; Slate ammonite fossil, 250 Ma:
Relief, Original shell buried (relief sculpture) Death
Assemblage,
preserved,
likely
from
a
gift
shop;
Original 1943 map of Ascuncion Island, Found map), 2013/15.

In, ‘now’, ‘then, ‘soon’ and so forth (Pahapill’s original contribution to Window
(re/production | re/presentation)’s storefront space in 2013) the artist relied upon
a primary interaction with a found map that, upon being scanned for reproduction,
encountered a software glitch resulting in a thin band of digital noise demarcating the
top quarter of the image file. Taking this glitch a step (or two) further, Pahapill has
suggested a physical manifestation of the immateriality and interruption of digital
noise as geological movement reconstituted in the form of fossils, rock and stone.
The collaborative research of Pahapill and Valdez led to very specific analysis of the
pits and troughs inherent to travertine stone as a geologic unconformity that could be
linked back to the vacuous space produced via the digital glitch in the scanned map file.
The tiled floor sculpture comprised of 16 travertine tiles reinforces an emphasis on this
particular materiality and serves as a foundation for the component objects (including the
original, found map) which serve as visual manifestations of an attempt to apprehend the
void – a scanned reproduction of an architectural plan of The Grove Arcade, photographic
documentation of sandstone rock formations, fossil samples, and transcribed text –
generating a slight sense of unease as we are led from one place, and one thought, to another.
The re-visioned works created for this exhibition function as a post-encounter, suggesting
a measured relation to time and duration through the slow, unfathomable movement associated
with the relentlessly ongoing yet always imperceptible geological transformation of the earth.

McLean Fahnestock’s repurposed field recordings rely upon a series of notable encounters
that without her retrieval would otherwise have remained confined to their historical space
within the Library of Congress archives. Fahnestock’s ongoing project examines a discrete
portion of her family’s history involving her Grandfather and Great Uncle’s seafaring voyages
throughout the South Pacific on behalf of the American Museum of Natural History in the 1930’s
and 1940’s. Reclaiming this history through archival research as a mode of artistic practice
allows Fahnestock to activate the process of the expedition as method, while sifting through
the mythologies stemming from post-engagement with the artifacts surviving these travels.
As a unique recording pressed to vinyl, Fahnestock South Seas Collection: Containers,
manages to reconstitute the experience of an expedition in the form of a visual-aural image. The
newly imagined encounter is further troubled by the viewer/listener’s inability to directly
engage with the material data that has been subjected to an archival doubling – now embedded
within the grooves of a record album. A turntable is situated in proximity, yet the sounds
have been made inaccessible (aside from a nearby placard of text insinuating what might be
heard via written language); as the record remains mounted to the wall for the exhibition’s
duration, save for a single performance directed by the artist. Fahnestock’s emphasis upon
tangibility concerns itself with the transformation of one material form, to another – and
the inevitable loss that occurs in both the initial recording process (in this case, audio
data, which is already once removed from its original place and time in its first iteration)
and its subsequently copied forms which inevitably result in the insertion of additional
elements as the degradation inherent to reproduction introduces its own distinct material.
McLean Fahnestock, Fahnestock South Seas Collection: Containers (Sound on unique vinyl album; Text document
printed and mounted to foamcore), 2016.

The grooves of Fahnestock’s fabricated record allude to both an additive and
subtractive process, whereby the vinyl is manipulated in a manner that takes away
material in order for the embedded aural information to be reproduced, and heard.
Bridget Conn’s series of chemigram prints become visually manifest in a manner that parallels
Fahnestock’s singularly produced album. Conn’s Leaving Piece (titled in response to
Yoko Ono’s conceptual, instruction pieces of the 1960’s) takes the production of an
initial, contemplative gesture as its basis, prolonging the moment via its performed
reproduction – made possible by its recorded imprint on a silkscreen utilized
throughout the process. A resist applied to the photo-sensitive side of plastic,
resin coated paper allows Conn to manipulate which portions of the substrate will be
acted upon by the photo-chemical materials encountered throughout the various stages of
development. The resulting non-representational imagery consists of either empty or full
black or white spaces that undulate and interact with nebulous stains of purple and brown.
Although drawn from the same screen (itself containing only a portion of the
original
gestural
mark),
each
individual
image
persists
both
as
a
recording of a unique situation and a manifestation of a secondary encounter, its form
resulting from a chance response to photo-chemical processes. Although Conn has learned
to manipulate and control when and for how long to subject the paper to particular ba
ths of solution in an effort to procure specific results, each distinct image is
impossible to replicate with precise exactitude. The subsequently produced marks serve as
indexical records of Conn’s momentary interaction with the material, repeating portions
of the initially screen-printed gesture, but never (quite) in the same manner, twice.
(Opposite) Bridget Conn, Leaving Piece, Chemigrams on gelatin silver paper and thread, 2016.

Like Ono’s instruction pieces - which were essentially comprised of ordinary
language made poetic via their suggestive implication of simple actions - Conn’s work
emanates from the enactment of seemingly mundane repetition, re-staged and rigorously
examined until something entirely new emerges. Stitched together, the distinct demarcations
between the hundreds of prints that comprise Conn’s Leaving Piece lead the resulting
continuous strips to become suggestive of forms common to photography’s time-based
neighbors of music and cinema, visually referencing both printed stanzas and reels of
film. The choice to transform the joined segments into a series of continuous scrolls
furthers the work’s durational link to photographic practice, visually spewing each
momentary contemplation directly into the gallery space, forming a grouping of mass
objects that manage to retain an ephemeral quality as they delicately sway from the ceiling.

(Opposite) a thing re | sembling a win • dow (Installation View) including in the foreground, Bridget Conn,
Leaving Piece, Chemigrams on gelatin silver paper and thread, 2016.

The portrait studies of Ursula Gullow take shape as a similarly vast pile, seeming to
emanate from the recess of the gallery’s corner in their installed arrangement along
the back wall, forming an amorphous mountain of sorts with less stable components
along the tops edges threatening to produce a slide, resulting in collapse. The many
hundreds of representations are heavy in their directness as well as their multitude,
confronting the viewer repeatedly in a manner that becomes disorienting – with each singular
image inevitably melding into its neighbor, ultimately becoming a massive conglomeration.
Gullow’s project uses the rhetorical mythology of the portrait as a strategy for
isolating representation as both image and idea in the durational project,
SELF EXAM. This defiantly non-idealized sequence of gestural studies depicts the artist
responding to their own image as perceived from a mirror or desktop camera (both, not
insignificantly, resulting in a perceptual distortion due to the inverted image) on a
daily basis for a period of (at this writing) 2 years and 301 days. Gullow’s head and shoulders
compositions correlate to conventional expectations attached to portraiture, while
other aesthetic choices function in direct opposition to classical traditions. Gullow is
almost defiant in her willingness to allow visual distortions to skew proportions, or for
particular mark-making strategies or color palette choices to veer into the carnivalesque.

(Opposite) a thing re | sembling a win • dow (Installation Views) including in the background, Ursula Gullow,
SELF EXAM, Color photo-copied reproductions, 2013/16.

The examination implicit in the project’s title necessitates a careful and controlled
study, made possible in this instance only through a very deliberate process engaged with
repeatedly. In a sense each portrait becomes a specimen of representation itself –
particularly if we emphasis the prefix “re”, suggesting that representation is simply to
present - again. And again, and again, as Gullow has maintained through a relentlessly
continuous series where reiteration and repetition are implicated within the images themselves.
Installed as a flattened pile of color copies, the resulting conglomeration forms a taxonomy of
self-image, functioning as both archive and diary. The directness of the bust study in Gullow’s
reiterative installation of multiple reproductions allows the figure’s gaze to confront the
viewer with an uneasy immediacy – a sense that translates back to the artist’s encounter with
themselves in the initial moments of depiction, then further transformed via the original
study’s removal from its place within the timeline to a reproduction affixed to the wall.
Significantly, each imprint contains not only the artist’s rendering of themselves, but
a notation including the date and time, indicating the length of production. Though
clearly Gullow’s painted and drawn portraits are inherently more expressive than the
graphic, typographical paintings from On Kawara’s Today series (recording only the date
on which they were made from 1966-2013) they share in common an ability to collapse the
monotony and insistence of daily occurrence with the potential hidden significance of any
of the specific dates or times recorded. Like Kawara’s project, the regimented tracking of
time evidenced in Gullow’s SELF EXAM reproduces the existential apprehension we face with
each waking day, and, as a durational exercise, we understand the project as ongoing and
potentially endless – lending a particularly entropic feel to the imagery when seen en masse.
(Opposite) Ursula Gullow, SELF EXAM, Color photo-copied reproductions, 2013/16.

In contrast to Gullow’s investigation of self, Anna Helgeson’s project, The Lady
Vanishes, engages with archival representations of women re-enacted as historical
interventions that reconstitute contributions of significant yet overlooked female
counterparts to presumed “male genius.” The women included were selected based upon
extensive research that places their role in direct correspondence to specific
accomplishments that have remained solely attached to the men in our collective memory – those
depicted in this iteration of the work are Mileva Maric (Einstein) and Betty Marvy (Davis).
The sitters for Helgeson’s re-imagined portraits further the speculative nature of this
study, themselves playing a particular role reliant upon presumptions gleaned from the
photographic documentation their performances are based upon. This opens an additional
space of inquiry around stylistic conventions of portraiture originating from painted
records of nobility that in turn influenced 18th and early 19th century photographic
portraits (at this time, still primarily depicting the upper class), which continue to be the
dominant form through the present day, contributing to gendered modes of dress and appearance.

(Opposite) Anna Helgeson, Mileva Maric (Einstein) from The Lady Vanishes series, 5, photocopied prints, 2010.

Not insignificantly, Helgeson chose to use a cumbersome large-format camera to
produce the initial negatives for the series – a move again referencing a certain
tradition and exalting the portrait to a space of particular revere. Negating the presumed
value of the large, fully detailed negative produced by this type of camera, Helgeson then
subjected the initial print to a series of large-scale photocopied reproductions that
deliberately degrade, and soften the image. In contrast to one-to-one reproductions
from history books, the massiveness of Helgeson’s images serve to reveal rather than
hide the disintegrative properties of each photocopied reiteration. Reminiscent of
wheat-pasted posters in public streets that place value upon political efficacy over
aesthetic quality, this scale cues the viewer into the protest-based nature of the project.
The
Lady
Vanishes
provides
a
series
of
seemingly
straightforward
visual
depictions with didactic accompaniment, with portions of both image and text
disappearing in each photocopied reiteration. Presented sequentially in rows
of five, the final image renders the subject of the portrait barely perceptible with
almost all descriptive text redacted save for the undeniably present names of Albert
Einstein and Miles Davis. In this manner, the female image is extended into contemporary
historical space while simultaneously struggling against what seems an inevitable erasure.

(Opposite) Anna Helgeson, Betty Marvy (Davis) from The Lady Vanishes series, 5, photocopied prints, 2010.

Together, the works produced by the six artist in this exhibition make manifest an
incessant cross-referencing that denies the viewer a singular read of any individual
component(s), provoking interpretations that necessarily integrate one generative
thought into another – an operation that is perhaps both frustrating, and liberating.
Pahapill’s found map potentiates a functional use for the explorative
wanderings of Fahnestock’s re-imagined expeditions. Conn’s photo-chemically revealed
gestural patterns are clearly reminiscent of the imprinted stone of Pahapill’s
re-claimed fossils as well as the imperceptible sounds embedded within the
grooves of Fahnestock’s fabricated vinyl record, while the obsessive repetition
inherent to Conn’s process of production and reproduction corresponds to both Gullow’s
daily portrait studies and Hargrove’s facades that almost seem as if they might
regenerate on their own, as continually sprouting earth forms. Similarly,
Hargrove’s eschewing of traditionally associated materials of painting and
sculpture in embrace of re-purposed cardboard as a utilitarian surface relates back
to Pahapill’s minimalist appropriation of travertine tile and related ephemera and
to Helgeson’s deliberate use of commercial photo-copiers as a means to degrade the
expected quality associated with fine-art reproduction. More directly, Helgeson and
Gullow’s projects overlap in their depictions of women, engaging with feminist
theories of the gaze and the politics of representation, while these aspects are
less directly evident in Fahnestock’s personal intervention into her family’s
male-dominated history of exploration, and Conn’s referencing of gender associations
around the textile-based practice of sewing in her stitched together image scrolls.

These correspondences are potentially endless. No doubt this spontaneously generated list
has not mined every potential addition to this conversation, as unforeseen cultural,
aesthetic, and art historical reference points are bound to emerge and strike against one
another as agents of resemblance. The dialogue is ongoing, endlessly moving from one encounter to
another – these works simply serve to provoke and perpetuate the cycle of perceptual continuity.
“Something in the world forces us to think. This something is
an object not of recognition but of a fundamental encounter…
What is encountered [may be] grasped in a range of affective
tones [yet] in whichever tone, its primary characteristic is
that it can only be sensed. In this sense, it is opposed to
recognition. In recognition, the sensible is not at all that
which can only be sensed, but that which bears directly upon the
senses in an object which can be recalled, imagined or conceived. 2

Notes
Gilles Deleuze, Difference and Repetition (New York: Columbia University Press, 1994), 138.

1

Ibid., 139.

2

Bridget Conn
STATEMENT
I am working with the chemigram process -- using silver gelatin photographic paper to
make what is typically a one-of-a-kind piece based on line, shape, color, and textures
rather than on photographic imagery from negatives. By applying an oil-based resist, and
then placing the paper in a tray of photo chemistry, the resist protects portions of
paper from going black or remaining white (depending on which chemical is used first.)
A subset of my work focuses on gesture, on symbolic, spontaneous mark-making that I
relate to the concept of secret or foreign language. Being that chemigrams are one of a
kind, I wanted to play with the idea of how the chemigram can transform by using screenprinting to make the gestural form itself a resist. From here I created more chemigrams
to address how the process of reproduction still created unique imagery given the endless
variables involved in the chemical process. Given my interest in treating photographs as
physical objects, I wanted to sew them together and emphasize their sculptural properties.
The replicated gesture itself for this piece was made in a state of
concentration on the fact that I am about to start a new chapter of my life in Savannah,
Georgia. In clearing my mind and focusing on the concept of departure, the instinctual
mark, as originally created in the framed chemigram, abstractly represents this thought.

(Opposite) Bridget Conn, Leaving Piece, Chemigrams on gelatin silver paper and thread, 2016.

McLean Fahnestock, Fahnestock South Seas Collection:
Containers (Acquired record player; Text document printed
and mounted to foamcore; Sound on unique vinyl album), 2016.

Ursula Gullow
STATEMENT
My ongoing series, SELF EXAM sequentially examines the way self perception and creative
technique expand and contract over time. Every day I interpret my image, as I see it, via a mirror
or video camera. I intentionally do not use a photograph because I want to reference what is in
front of me in that moment. Working from a live image enables me to be both creator and subject.
The portraits are mostly rendered in acrylic paint, ink and/or graphite on
paper. They are quick impressions and generally made within thirty minutes. SELF
EXAM began on July 28, 2013 and continues indefinitely. The complete archive of
portraits can be viewed at ursulagullow.tumblr.com which is updated regularly.
In addition to my self-portrait series, I maintain a regular studio practice to explore
the range between representation and abstraction using oil, acrylics and mixed media. My
paintings reflect the shifting continuums between natural/manufactured, imaginary/real, and
cyber/physical. My most recent mixed media abstract paintings are deconstructed landscapes
reflecting my agitation and awe of most biological processes and mass-produced things.

(Opposite) Ursula Gullow, SELF EXAM, Color photo-copied reproductions, 2013/16.

Dana Hargrove
STATEMENT
Landscape,
and
how
we
manipulate
it
to
fit
preconceived
ideals
or
corporatized molds, has become familiar territory for my art practice. Whether I am
exploring the urban environment with its homogenized grid of rectangular blocks,
or examining how culture frames and re-frames landscape, I remain responsive to
how our perceptions of the world and sense of place are shaped by human design.
My spatially illusionistic representations offer synthesized versions of
geological
outcrops,
cairns,
or
memorial
mounds
of
gathered
rock.
Organic forms are civilized through linear perspective, and superimposed on
disposable consumer packaging to highlight our ongoing subordination of nature.
Classic
western
movie
sets,
with
their
façade
communities
propped
amid
panoramic backdrops of desert and mountain, have informed the installation of
Stand-in Eulogy. Placeless and staged, they act as stand-in monuments to the
loss of natural landscape brought on by capitalism and its co-opting of the wild.

(Opposite) Scanned reproduction of a two-page spread (with notations by the artist) of Catherine M. Howett’s
essay, “Where the One-Eyed Man is King: The Tyranny of Visual and Formalist Values in Evaluating Landscapes”,
from the anthology, Understanding Ordinary Landscapes (ed. Paul Erling Groth and Todd W. Bressi).

Anna Helgeson
STATEMENT
The
Lady
Vanishes
reveals
the
lives
of
women
whose
historical
contributions were significant, but due to their proximity to male genius, have
been erased. Each portrait explores the possibility of remembering through
reenactment.
By re-performing the portrait sitting, I was able to invite
another
person
into
the
conversation
about
these
forgotten
women.
Together, the sitter and I re-membered a women’s history that has been dis-membered.
The
women
shown
here,
Mileva
Maric
(Albert
Einstein),
and
Betty
Marby (Miles Davis) worked beside their husbands, but have been left out of
history books and consequently out of the popular imagination.
These
exclusions, and thousands like them, contribute to the myth of singular (male) genius.
Each portrait has been reproduced with a large-scale photocopier.
This
wapproach intentionally references both activist art and didactic material.
By re-membering these women I hope to start a larger conversation about cultural amnesia.

(Opposite) Anna Helgeson, Mileva Maric (Einstein) from The Lady Vanishes series, 5, photocopied prints, 2010.

Leigh-Ann Pahapill (with Paul Valdez)
STATEMENT
The installations of Canadian artist Leigh-Ann Pahapill question how we apprehend our
world and investigate the frameworks that shape how we come to know things. Pahapill
designs site-responsive projects where space and architecture are systematically
examined as a means to dis-locate subject, object, and place. Her work is an attempt
to invert and sustain the processes of representation as a means to provoke reflection
on the logics, grammars, and other complexes of interpretation that comprise culture.
For this exhibition, Pahapill collaborated with Paul Valdez (B.S. geology). The
collaboration was initiated based upon a conversation about the Grove Arcade
building, and in particular, the travertine details. The travertine – a form of
ivory colored limestone characterized by pitting and troughs – connected to the
voids Pahapill was investigating in ‘now’, ‘then, ‘soon’ and so forth at Window in
2013 with respect to the glitch artifact that emerged in the scanning of the US
Army Service Map of Asuncion Island (1943). The fossils held a similar resonance as
artifacts of voids: “Rather than creating the illusion of a transparent, well-working interface to information, the glitch captures the machine revealing itself...”

“The “Classic” view of Siccar Point with the
angular unconformity between the Late Devonian
Old Red Sandstone (dipping gently to the left)
and the underlying Silurian turbidites (vertical
beds at right). Craig Jones, Professor, Geological
Sciences, the University of Colorado, “Subtly Siccar”
https://grumpygeophysicist.wordpress.
com/2015/07/27/subtly-siccar/

Travertine
Details,
(Grove
Arcade, Asheville, N.C.) MC
00383
Flat
Folder 6, Special
Collection Research Center, North
Carolina State Universitiy Libraries

Pahapill and Valdez have produced a PDF document including excerpts of their research for
Unconformity Redux. The document is available for download at http://windowcontemporary.org/aaac.html

DIGITAL APPENDIX
An appendix to this catalog containing additional, supplemental material as well as links
to artist websites is available for download. Please visit the link below to access this content.
http://windowcontemporary.org/aaac.html
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